Holistic: Independence and Self Care
We focus on creating independence not dependence. We support students with

Self help

Independent shopping

Cooking and food prep

Socialising

Mental health and resilience

Pathways into adulthood

Holistic: Community Access
Some of our Core—Non Negotiables

Shopping
Days out



In the Moment Planning (ITMP)



TEACCH

Local walks



SoSafe

Work-Experience



Speech and Language Therapy

Eating out



Pathways to Adulthood

Using public transport



Coaching and Careers support

The Mendip Bases @Ansford

The Mendip School Supported Provision @
Ansford Academy
Our Supported Curriculum
At our provision we want to encourage a love
of learning by providing support in and out of
lessons as well as offering alternative curriculum options and holistic learning opportunities.
In the initial stages of transition into the provisions is around establishing routines and structures and slowly integrating them into the
school community. During this initial stage we
will focus heavily on learning and life skills helping to develop the student's independence in all
areas.
Once attending the mainstream curriculum the
students will be supported in differentiating
their work, segmenting tasks into manageable
chunks and reducing anxiety and stress. We will
also begin to introduce a pathway to independence in their learning.
We understand that not all lessons will be accessible for our students so we have timetabled
in Alternative Curriculum time. This may be
time to catch up on work, pre/post-teach a subject for next lesson , Asdan qualifications or social time. We understand that social skills, peer
relations and friendship can be difficult for out
students and this is a key priority for us whilst
in the base and around the school.

The importance of engagement and
Well Being/Characteristic of Effective
Learning
Emotional wellbeing of our pupils plays a crucial part in day to day learning, especially with
the pressures of a secondary curriculum. Engagement can be a challenge for many young
people with SEN and therefore is an important focus.
In our supported provisions we use elements
of In The Moment Planning alongside autism
friendly structures and routines that run in
conjunction with the mainstream academic
curriculum. This helps us support pupils
throughout their secondary education and to
ensure they are ready for a life posteducation.
Ansford Academy promote independent
learning as much as possible as structure in
time throughout the week for students to
catch up on work or further advance their
learning.
Most of all we want our students to love coming to school and feel happy and safe in their
school environment.

How our staff support the children





Develop deep and meaningful relationships with the pupils and their families
Provide a fantastic, supportive and enabling environment.
Have clear and consistent boundaries and
expectations.
Give students time to talk about and explore their interests.



Teach next steps ‘in the moment’ to enable deeper learning.



Pre– and post– teach elements of the curriculum to support learning in class.

Our KS4 options offered at Ansford Academy
When students reach year 9, they are asked to choose
their GCSE option choices. These will once they start year
10.
Below are the options, you would be asked to choose
one from each block.

Block A:
*Art and Graphics

*Citizenship

*CreativeiMedia

*Geography

Previous years curriculum and support.
If a student would like to access any curriculum subject
from previous years we can arrange their timetable to
access any aspect of the schools subjects via Google
Classrooms and Google Meet ups. This could be beneficial if a student wants to catch up on a previous years
learning or access a subject that would have been previously unavailable to them.
Our ASDAN & functional skills options offered at
The Mendip/Ansford Provison

*Curriculum support

*Food prep

We understand some students may face difficulties in
accessing the core subjects or may prefer a different
qualification than offered through choices. We have
some scope to offer Asdan or Functional skills qualifications.

*History

*Hospitality and catering

Below are the options, we may be able to offer:

*Photography

*Separate Sciences

Asdan

Block B:

*Yeovil college

Preparing for adulthood (a choice of modules ranging
from: Employment, Independent living, Good Health and
Friends relation ship and community)

Block C:
*Citizenship

*Drama

*History

*Music

*Photography

*Spanish

Functional Skills:
English Entry level 1, 2, or 3
Level 1 and 2
Maths Entry level 1, 2, or 3

Block D:
*Child Development

*Geography

*Horticulture

*P.E.

*Spanish

*Sports Studies

Level 1 and 2

